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One of the hardest parts about writing good music is finding the right beat for your song.
Creating the melody and chord progressions can be downright nerve-racking. If done
wrong, what you have in your head may end up very different from the beat you create,
forcing you to have to settle for less.
Thanks to modern technology, this process has been made significantly easier. You can now
power through this stage in your songwriting and at the same time getting exactly what you
want. Hookpad has some fun tricks up its sleeve to help you achieve your best.
Translate that beat you have had in your head into something rich and melodious everyone
can move to. Quickly sketch out the structure of your song with no sweat. Get your groove
on with Hookpad.
When choosing your songwriting software, what exactly do you look for? Is it simplicity or all
of the functions you want in one place? Convenience or variety? Hookpad has got you
covered on all of these.
With this platform, you get music writing made easy for everyone, professionals and
novices alike. You do not even have to go to great lengths anymore to write your dream
song. Sometime back, you had to hire a professional to do your work for you incurring great
cost along the way. No more, thanks to Hookpad.
Click here to Learn More about HookPad and Try it for FREE!
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What is Hookpad?
Hookpad is a chord progression and melody sketchpad with built-in music theory,
melody guides and intuitive chord suggestions to help you put your best foot forward when
it comes to music writing.
Writing chord progressions has been made significantly simpler. Thanks to Hookpad’s chord
palette, you can now pick chords that work well together in a particular key with rrelative
ease and speed. When writing good melodies, knowing the right notes to hit can be
challenging. Hookpad helps you pick the right chords for your melody by highlighting the
notes that are in the chords you have written.
Fun tools like the professionally tuned virtual instruments let you play your chords and
melodies in any combination of styles you want, you do not even have to think about it.
Hookpad lets you instantly export the chords and melodies you have written to sheet
music, lead sheet, and guitar tab, it is easily the fastest way to create a score.

How Hookpad Redefined Songwriting For Me
I recently discovered Hookpad after suffering years of using a laborious songwriting
process. In fact, I was starting to absolutely loathe the thought of creating a new melody for
all my songs, because whatever I ended up with would almost never match what I had in my
head.
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And then one day I stumbled upon Hookpad online. It literally changed my life, saving me an
insane amount of time that I would have otherwise had to spend trying to come up with the
perfect chord progressions and melodies. These days, the pressure I was accustomed to
feeling whenever I needed to deliver my audio tracks on a fixed deadline is long gone. And
the best part is that Hookpad, together with the Hooktheory books, have boosted the way I
understand music theory to a whole other level. I have learnt so much in such a short
time! I couldn’t be happier with Hookpad!

Hookpad Features
1. Complete Songwriting Package
Hookpad was created to be the complete songwriting package, packed full of features that
will help you create your best stuff. Here are some of them:
Chord Palette: This feature helps you write good chord progressions . It groups
chords that work well together in a particular key to help you build a great chord
progression in just a few clicks.
Writing Melodies: When you choose a few chords, Hookpad highlights the notes that
are in your chords and shows you a colour-coded display of the stable notes and the
notes that will create a dissonant sound.
It also has a variety of other features that help take your songwriting skills to the next
level. These include its virtual instruments, midi compatibility, sheet music and tab
export, and the magic chord feature. These will be analysed in more detail in the next
few points.

2. Professionally tuned virtual instruments
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With these instruments, you will be able to express your melodies and chord progressions
in any way you want.

3. The drag and drop feature
This feature lets you quickly move MIDI chord progressions, basslines, melodies, and drum
tracks from Hookpad into your DAW. You can choose from a couple of rhythm patterns
for each instrument class (keys, guitar, bass)

4. Instant exporting
With Hookpad, you will be able to instantly export to sheet music, lead sheet and guitar
tab. Hookpad is, therefore, the fastest way to create a score, lead sheet, or guitar tab for
chord progressions and melodies.

5. Instructional videos
Hookpad takes you on a learning journey with the educational videos on music by Denis
Schwachhofer and Ryan Miyakawa. These videos are on a variety of topics, including
songwriting, harmonization, piano-voicing, harmonic analysis and Hookpad.

6. Theorytab
This feature shows the theory behind songs. It contains a library of over 10000 songs by
various artists over the years. This fun, informative feature allows you to play your favourite
songs while getting to know the music theory behind them.
It is like a Guitar Tab, but it also allows you to listen to music as you follow along. Linked to
YouTube videos, it gives you the chance to see the chords and melodies behind the making
of the particular track.
The melodies are displayed here using coloured blocks numbered one through seven
corresponding to the seven notes of the major scales while the chords are labelled as
Roman numerals.
It allows you to compare the chord progressions and melodies of songs even if they are in
different keys. Listen to your song in new and exciting ways.
It is built and maintained by users of Hooktheory like you and me.
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7. Hooktheory’s book series
These books concretely teach you the principles behind music creation. It is a fun way to
learn how to write chords and melodies like music professionals.
Unlike other music books, the Hooktheory features examples and tactics by renowned
artists on how they create their own tracks. It takes you through 324 popular songs as an
example.

8. Magic chord
This feature gives you a helping hand when you get stuck. It gives you suggestions on the
best chords to use in a given situation. It analyzes the chords you have already used, then
looks for examples on the Theory Tab Library to give you ideas on the best way forward.

How Does it Work?
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/AyWT-2yfJ6Y

HookPad is a sketchpad that lets you quickly and easily write melodies and chord
progressions for your songs.
To enter a melody, click on the melody region and type the numbers one through seven.
Entering chords is just as simple.
Hookpad has music theory built in and can tell you things like, what melody would sound
great over your chord progression, or what chord choose next if you are stuck.
As you continue to discover new songwriting techniques, you can use Hookpad to sketch up
the structure of your song. You can use instruments or one of the band templates to hear
your song in a different style.
When you are finished you can then export to Guitar Tab, sheet music or to a MIDI file to
continue your work on other music studio software like Logic or Garage Band.

Prices and Plans
The Hookpad software will set you back $149 as a standalone.
Hookpad plus the Hooktheory series books will cost you a bit more, 183.98$.

Pros
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Power through writing great chord progressions and melodies in minutes. Not pros
alone can do this anymore.
Professionally tuned virtual instruments let you express your music in any manner
or style you like.
Curtail time wasting and the impediment of editing MIDI notes in your DAW. Let
Hookpad do all the heavy-lifting.
Quickly export your creations to sheet music, lead sheet, or guitar tab.
Built-in music theory, melody guides, and intelligent chord suggestions let you do your
best work every time.

Cons
Hooktheory books lack interactive training to test what you actually learn.
The sound quality of the instruments could be improved. They sound a little
synthesized and generic.

Verdict
Hookpad is hands-down the best resource for creating the structure and foundation for
your song. It is straight up simple to use even the first timers can get around comfortably.
Built-in music theory means that nine out of ten times you will write great melodies .
The Hooktheory books and video tutorials will teach you the ins and out of songwriting for a
small price. It is definitely worth every penny. Why don’t you try it out for yourself?
Click here to Learn More about HookPad and Try it for FREE!
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